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This lecture introduces to the nuoerical use of a forrr,ulation recently 
proposed by the author (Moreau, 1985, 1986) for the dynar.lics of syscerns 1,1ith 
a fini te number of degrce� of frcedom, involving· unilateral cont.octs and 
Coulomb friction. 

The ma-in feature of this approach is that Coulomb law is treatcd as a 
mu.ltivalued conical relation, without the tr.iditiona) spl i tting of vcctors 
into their normal and tangentisl cornponents. This, together w i. th the uni laLe
rali ty of contact, results in the expression of the system dynamics through 
a measure differentjal inclusion which cove.rs smooth mocio!l::; as well as col
lisions or ·lhc. other catastrophic evc.nts classically possible in the presence 
of Coulomb friction. 

In the occurence of a collision, the shock is treoted as inelascic, i.e. 

im:nediately aftcr impact, the normal component of the relative ve)ocity of 
colliding bodies ac the contact point equals zero. 

The numerir.al technique rests on the time discretizati.on 1 in some scmi
iraplici t wa.y, of the measure dif(erential inclu!iion (see also Jean and 
Moreau, 198 7). 

The displaycd example may be seen a.s a model of a piece of chalk. driveu 
at an angle on a bJackboard. According to common experi.cnce, this may produce 
a creaking noise i iu a cliîfc.rent fre.quency range, a chatlering motion of the 
chalk may also be observcd, icprinting a dotted line on the blackboard. 

The piece of chalk is conccived as a rigid body B , assumed to only per
fom motions parallel to the (x,y) plane. All eleraents are visualized in 
this plane. This body is cottfined in the region y � 0 by the rigid wall 
y �  O repr.esenting the blackboard, fixed in the (x,y) reference frarce. The 
po5sible contact involves Coulomb fric.ti.on with coefficient 0.5 . The part 
of the boundary of 8 susceptible to contact is represented as an arc of 
circle with center A and radius b . 

The action of the hand holding the chalk is scher<atized as follows : a 
point D of B (located, in the di.splayed cases, on the line drawn through 
A nnd through the mass cenr:cr G) expe.riences 80 elastic pull-back. cente
red at sente cxternal point C with prescribed uniform motion, Hcre C is 
supposed Lo move on the linc y .. 2. 7 with ve.locity 30 to the r�ght. l'hc 




